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VIRTUAL SOURCE LUNESIRG LENSES

INTRODUCTION

Within recent years workere a . optics have given the Luneberg lens1 much
aftetei., az a -i' ~ 0.!:. -~ of Its complete symmetry. No con~s' d-
oration, h6.w=v•., ha ., given #n ,• l.•sation of only a portion of this lens, together
with proper _ •,iaces, as a means of reducing its size and weight. This combin-
ation or ihe lens section and the rdeflectors will be called a virtual source Lunberg lens.
Ln tMiW report, -!ome of the general properties of theme Luneberg lenses are considered,
and experimental data are presented for a lens of this type.

The Luneberg lens is a spherical, variable-index-of-refraction system In which, for
a wun us lens, the Index of refraction n varies with the distance from the center r as
n- e-r'., In this discussion, It is both convenient and sufficient to consider rays In a
plane through the source and the lens center and if necessary, to extend these considera-
tions to the full lens. As shown in Figure 1, rays which leave the sourfe-8 on the surface
of the lens are focused Into parallel rays. A ray leaving the source at an angle * from the
diameter ST is radiated from the Ion at the point P so that the radius OP forms an angle
i'with ST. The ray which leaves the source at I/'= 0 propagates in a 3tralght line through
the center., while a ray leaving at 4 v ,w/2 propagates along one fourth of the lens circum-
ference before being radiated.

VIRTUAL SOURCE LENSES

Because of symmetry in the Lut"eberg
lens, plane reflecting surfrees may be placed
through Its center and the ray paths may be
traced by the use of Images. Consider a
source at 8 (Figure 2) displaced from the
reef e rece axis RO by an angle 0 (positive T
angles are measured counterclockwise). The
addition of a single reflector perpendicular to \r
RO will produce a virtual source. A typical
ray, leaving 8 at an angle ik propagates through
the lens and is reflect Pdat this surface no th] h•,
the angle of reflection equals the angle of inci-
dence, Thin ray continues to propagate as if
it originated at the virtual source 8,, which
Is the mirror image of S in the reflector Figure 1 - Rnys in a Lunrbcrg 'zf

!L~nebrg, R. K., '-Mthernatical Theory of Optict," Brown Unkivcrmity Grad'x~tc schoo..
Pro-,'!d-nce, R. T., 19441
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(is iadisp~acedfromROthrougha anmle w - 0). Therefore, all reflected rays are focuse'l
Into a beam of parallel rays which it displaced at an angle -t3 from Re as it the real saarcep
In a full I*=, were at 31. U Op ,i 0 some of the rays will be radiated without reachn tx he
reflector and a focused beam of these Odirects rays is formed in the direction of 0.

T

Figure 2 - Rays In a one-reflector virtual
source Luneberg'lens

This example is a special caseof a spherical wedge in which the wedge angle is r. A
general spherical wedge of angle a (Figure 3) can also be examined by employing vrtual
sources. In this ftire, the raference axis RO blWet the wedge angle and the source 8 is
displaed from PO by a eangle If a > w /2 and ! + a/2 > u IA, a direct beam to formed;
if c w /2, all rays are reflected •nd there is no direct beam. Figures ft and $b show an
arrangement with a > v/A and I$|+ a/2 < u/2. Let iP, be a boundary angle between two
groups of rays leaving the source. In Figure Sa, rars at angles *' from 90, such that
-/2 < *is, are reflected from the lower reflector and are radiated from .tb lens as
if they originated at the virtual source Sp. As shown in Figure 3b, rays leaving 3 at angi'A
•, such that * * < 0 also reflect from the lower reflector, propagate as If they origins ýed
at the virtual source S, reflect from the upper reflector, and are radiated from the lens at
an angle v + 2 a+ P. Apparently, the radiated beam has been produced by the 'virital source
83 at an angle 2 a + P. By similar reasoning It can be shown that rays leavin S for positive
vvlues of tk produce a virtual source 52 at an angle - (&+ jJ) 2nd the corresponding radia.ion
beam at an angle v - (a +

For any wedge angle a, similar techniques may be used to show that all the rays are
radiated Into perfectly focused beams as if they originated from their respective virtxis
sources. Table 1 containv a summary of virtual source 2nd beam positions in terms of
a and 0. Notation for the virtual sources Is given so that the order of their positions from
S on a circumference of the full sphere It 81, 3a, S,, ... in the positive direction and 81, 84,
so, ... in the negative direction. If a is small, the beams that might to formed by rays w1•th
few reflections are not radiated; the corresponding virtual source positiorq, however, are
useful in determining the ray paths. For a given a, there is a uiaximurn number of
reflections so that a finite number of radiated beams exists.

An idea of the relative gains of these beams maiy be obtained by noting that the bearrs
lrmned from rays leaving the feed at large angles from the central ray are rýadi.ted from
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re:19tively small miw~~d prcx~ueo rein-
Mfvely 1N.:&O bwkav~dtiw. Alan, owing to the

klumtr1attLon taper of a normal feed, these
beams voetotn relati'vely little energy. Thes I
combintion of these effects conshderably
reduces the gain of sxuh beams, and aft n
result, the V,%%a= formed from rays leaving
th efodat small angles from the ,emntral ray 0 .
are the avmf Importat ones. Henceforth, the
beam with the greatest gain will be referriil
to a the principal beam.

The moat uaefl at Interesting of these
loans are those which produce fU principalbeam at either i A Lt., with the principal

beam dtnLPAcemen* from RO equal to the (a)
soue* dliplac,oment. This comiltion is
achieved it a a v'/p, where p in an integer /•.....-'/!L

equal to the mnarimum number of rfleetons
for ony ray. Proof of thim st'nent may he ..

men by e*mlning the poaitlo, of the boamma
formed from rays with p rtflectionk. When
a m v/p, the virtual sourcee and si,. Na
cinoide at the position w ,,.es to yielld
theprinclpalbeamat -$ for p odd eand +fi for N

peven, oothat'hereare2p-1 virtual sources.
In order to calculate the miWrmum number of
reflections for any ray, one motes that the
circumferential ray must traverae a W are"
bWfore baingradlated; this number is p/2 for
p even and (p-1)/2 for p odd (wxeopt for
(p+ 1)/2 when 0 - 0). Thea, are p+I rudiAtion
beams, except whenpto odd and 0 - Og Inthis M.
event, there are p bewam...

Some physical insight into the behavior Figure 3 - RaVa ini a two-reflector
of these lenses can be obtahiied by examining vi tual source Luneberg oens

TABLE A
Virtual Sourco and D3eam Poitltion

beam Formation Virtual Virtv..l ftarce Radiated- Beam
rouroe Pouition Position

Direct so +

Rays withoti a'- o 1r*a -$

reflection 2- (C + U) (a+ )
Rays Atth two 33 2(y 4. rl V' .a 4€ t [

Raym with three sSe .. + 3a- f)
reflectioniff - (set + 13) f. (Wo + )

Rayn1 with in Ma.. 0-I /3 ,14 ,. a' i (
. retlections ( a 4f .,i) M-10• . - J) ( ,+ - 1p- /

Reiui ' % ....
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tho positions of the virtual sources. For a loff/p and 0 a 0, It Is eattll 'seen In Table It
tha th soarc an th-2p- 1-Virtual sources are equally spaceed (and 5~t~ ya

angle a) around the circumference of the full sphdre, asIllustrated in Figure 4, If the
ouCe In moved throug!1 an U~gl p, each of the virtual sources also moves tbiugh an

angle and the AIrectloil of their ýmovement can bebicý deemid by f 1Uoffn the
circumference ano4 aspinft alternate directionsto successive virtual saoura (SR ndie-
cated by the 'arrovs Ii. kr 4), Since the virtAl oources and the beams, movto through
an angle equal tokWsou ce fbcwvikent, the beam -ficttn'for all beamis to unity. For th~e
eggs of p odd (),taocendthe principal virtual `oUrce &'-" mod~eln'dt;*Iosi -iiiec-
tions so tha h pImiIa W beam #bsition Is - 1 For a care of p even, say p 4, :'virtual
sources are added, oAe to eahad fthe full sphere, so that the Aftice and tha' prin-Apal
virtual source &,,, mov" ftthoame direction and the principl beami position is +fL, It can
be seen that he viitua*!urcýs and their beaaii miove toward- each 06 er" In' pairs, I Md wh-en

af 4 ech o6f thie'.airs. Iicm"e nooe'vruluc.fo the'se Spbericsa%*wefie-
Shaw. lenses, ft ciiiAW 1*,obe sen that if the source -is moved toward one of ths, pnles cý
the sphere (IemvdI ln epn~ua oteplane in Magra 4) through a0 ",4iem
# the virtual sources also move toward the same pole through an angle 0.

Two Methodsof utillisng these lenses for scars-
fling antennas ar~a apparient. One method consists of

vr -tating thdfeed around the circuinterenco
sainary lens to obtain a saofte principalbeam

over an angle a kor'slightly less than a Hf the p1n of
the unwanted beams is considered asa ltwltixý3 acbr)
Another method, If p, Is odd.,,consists of rotatlng the

lespast, a ttonary feed to obtain a scan over an
/ . - ngle 2. If pis ven, no' ecaxrning of the principal

- ~beum is iobtained by th"s second method; 1h18 may be
a seen by Inspecting the virtual'source positions as was

done In the precedirig paragrawh This second method
of gcanning may be extended-by rotating a Ilers corn-
posed of 2p (p, odd) identica virtual so%. ce -lenses
(i.e., a full sphere of these lenses) to obtain a sawtooth,

iigue 4 Poitios ad diec- sector scan over an angle go at the rate of 2p sca-ns
tion$ of move menut of virtual per revolutioza of the lans. When the lens rot&to
sources frp=3produces scanning In the plane perpendicular to the

forotation axis. a movement of the feed In the plane
containing the feed and the axids will supe'impose scanning in this plane, se that volumetric
scanning may be obtained.

These. same virtual source considerations can be applied to a sp.1wrical pyramid
bounded by plane reflectors, and as a result, an Increased number of reflections, virtual
sources, and radiated beams will exist. In this Instance, the additional parameters pres-
ent In the number of reflecting planes and the angles between these planes provide sucih a
large variety of possibilities that the development of a general system for determining-
positions of virtual sources and radiated beams does not seem advisable at this time.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

An experimental'study waz undertaken to determaine the validity of virtual source
considerations applied to the Luneberg lens anid to measure the relatie gain, Nosftion,
beAinwidth, and sidelohe level of the radiated beamis. The virtual source consideiaions!
appc-ared quite valid, but there were some questions about the Int braction of thme racdIaetc-
tK-ami3 and tli- posgible d~ifraction effects fropi nonsymrnetric ally illumninateii. apertl~roen
and froza a high Illumination appearing at a reflecto-r edge for soinc feed pos1ieons.
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For this studyt a le!. a with a v or p a I (Figure 2) was chosen. Ordhiarily, a two -
layer Plillbox construction would be used to 3Jlminate feed blocking for small feed displace -
mitts from the reference axis. In this instance, however, it was easy to obtain a virtual
source Ions by converting a two-dimensional Litnebergz which was composed of two circular,
almost parallel plates and a polystyrene filler between the plates. The variation 1in n is
Obtained by utilizing the TEjo mode (ZE-field parallel to the plates) and varying the leris
tMckaeas, or plate spacIMg with the radius, This 36-Inch -diameter lens, together VWih a
emos-sectional sketch which greatly exaggerates the plate curvature, Is shown In FIgure 5.
Desipied at -3.2 cm , It produced a 2.2 degree beamwidth E ;plane radiation pattern TwithJ
aldelobes 18 db below peak power whien fed with a source whose Ililumaination tapers to 18 db
below peak at t' r /2. By placing a reflecting suface along a diameter of this lens a
virtua sourc. lens was obtained. The reflector was maade 3/16 Inch in t~hickness to pre-
venit enrgy from propagating past it. It was found experimentally that the original feed
(the Iowa waveguide In Figure 6) whten used with this virtual source lens gave too much
aperture blockin for small valuea of A. However, when the 900 curved section of wave-
guide (Fgue 6) was added so that only a small length of feed was left in the plane of the
lens, aperture blocking was reduced consiterably.

(a) Top view

(b) Cross-sectional view
Figure 5 -Experimental Luneberg lens

For a lens with 6 =v t~here is a virtual source a-t an angle Tr - and two radiaticj,
beam8s, a reflected beam at -9, and a direct beam at ýq + P3. The reflecte&, beam, forined of
rays vith one reflection, is the principal one. Although detailed radiati--n-patt-Irn ca!inoa-
tior. for these beams is impractical and somewhat un-needed, an idea of te rela~y tj ,ýj
and bearmw~dths may be obtainA3 by considpring the energy ifn the bcarns and "he P-rojec'ted
effective apert~.nea frow w~hic-h these beanms are radiJated. It 11l eosasuned il 't thet bean
widths are inversnly prcportional to the relative apertures and that relatilve gain is propor -
tiornal to both the toiql energy In the beam and the rýýAaftive apertures. Asih~ in ?iF.i-c
the projected, apertures, for the reflected and direct bearas are I. + ~o~3and I - cos:3, refpý-?
tively, for a unit-radius ienq. rhen. assuming a 2.2 degree. beamwldth for the refflected beam
'Pecler G. DI. NA.., and Archer, 11). H., 'A Two-11mrn!, n- Micro-wave Llincer,7.
NRL Rc-port 41.March .,19%5
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twhen 0 n 0 (as found in the full lons), the
reflect6d-boam beamwidth should vary Pw
2(0.0/1 +coa# and the direct-belin bea2-
width as 2 (2.2)/l - cos#. Peeler and Archer2
Srhowed that the normal Ied electric field
ef tle aperture of this lens is approximately
tealc cop,, where e. La ca1tant. TLhe
Interal of Ea ver the projected portion
of the aperture radiating a bearn yields the
energy In the beam, and the Integril mui-
plied by the projected aperture gives the
ewpected relative gain. These calculated
beamwldths and relative gains are shown by
the dased curver, in Figure 7. As P approachf
*90 the calculated gains of the two beams

Figure 6 - Feeds for loss become equal and are 8 db below the reec-
ted beam pin for- 0 since the power
becomes equally divided between the two

beams &--d eah aperture approaches one half of the reflected beam aperture for j 0.
As 0 approaches *900, both beamwidths tpoach 4.4 degrees or twice the reflected-beam
beamwidth for p -0.

0

X\ IA /

; ° ," • -•--f"l-IV\ 'il/lI l I i-
- - .- , 211',-.y.. v , , 4"'""

zr - I I AiL 3

PEEo PoSION, I , (DEGREES)

Figure 7 - Experin-~ental and calculated data for & one-
reflector virtual source lens

For uonparison, Figure 7 also contains experimnental data obtained from E -plane
radiation patterns tak•len _A •_ freauency of 9316 Mc. I• plotting thepp dsa.ta, the peak pcwer
ari d •idelobe level for each pattern hate been normalized to the reflected~beam ne•ak •wer
at j3 0. Tb!9 method peri:•ts easy comparison of the reflected-beam sldelobe level •_nd
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M~a direct-beam peak power. For any particular feod position, the sidelobe level Is found,
by taking the difference betwena the peak power and the indicated sidelobe level, Experi-
mental results agree quite well with calculations. The beam positions were as calculated,
but were not plotted. The ~ctual beamwldtb of the rerlected lýeam is slightly greater than
the calculated width for 1I < <408 and somewhat smaller for !913 > 500. A sidelobe level p1

L 14 0b for the reflected beam is somewhat higher than might at first be expected; for 103 <450,
homyeer, an Increase in the normal siddlobe level might be expected an a result of feed
bloklne, For the larger #%'a the aidelobe level is probably due to the nonsyinmetrical
amplitude distribution over the reflected beam aperture. The direct-beam gain 18 below

Tthe sidelobe level of the renlected-beam for <j I 550, and the reflected-bean gain drops
only 1.4 db at the eftes of this range.

It can be noticed tbzt data taken for this lens show asymmetry whitch can probably be
attributed to some of the slight Imperfections Ln the model. As a result o! handling, the
polystyrene' around several of the bolt holes has fractured romewhat zo that iocal ref rac -
tion could occur In these rolions. The fit between the reflector and the polystyrene appears
good but a slight separation might also give local effects. There Is no apparent reason to
suspect asymmetry, ther¶~ors a better modei might provide symmetry and perhaps a lower
sidelrbe levl.

For larger values of 0, the direct-beam gain is greater than the sidelobe. level of the
reflected beam and could restrict the -limit of operation for some applications. The direct-,
beam gain can be con-siderably reduced by placing absorbent material at the edges of the
lens 9o that rays in the direct beam are absorbed without disturbing the rays in the ref lee -
ted beam. Figure 8 shows one method of placing this material to absorb all the rays in the
direct beam for MO.±80 For larger values of P3, not all of the direct-beam rays will be
abaorbed, but only those raya with little energy will be radiated past the absorbers. Aisol
for 1 I> W,' the gain of the refl ctedt beam should be reduced slightly as a result of the
absorption of some of Its eiiergy.

Figure 8 Oi~k-.-ref lector virttuta -souIrce lens'
with abiuorbing materiek1

Figure 9 contains expertmenta! drta for this lons; mn~crowa*,e ~b,-;nrb~ng aterilaV'3
hefs beer addod an showrtn j, ueFigr The dirct-beara gatn was reduced Weow~ Vie -o-

fvlz~nufctured by the Sponge P~ubhe~r Produrts (.o.
3.3rnnorim, A. T., and. Firvýrson, W. 11L, `tkn Anrchuilc Chka-rmbev rii Ue ol' aT
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FEED PosmoN, t(DEGREES)

Figure 9 -Exper~mental data for a one-reflector virtual
cource Iens with absorbing material

level of the reflected beam for 1, < SOP. No effect on theo reflected betwrn 114 Motced for
<~ <80q both gain and beam'width, however, deterloraied slightly for Le I1> 60~. The cal-

culated gain and beaznwidth of the reflected beam for the lens without absorbing material
is included for reference.

Awther method for reducing the direct-beam gain appears feasible, although it wa
not checked experimentally. The reflector can be extended beyond the edge of the lens so
that part of the ditrect-beam energy Is directed into the ref lected beam. Since this energy.
Is in phae with~ the energy already pr-3sent in the reflected beam, this niethod hboud ain-

4I~i.4... __.. .

tal the raAetd-beam gain and beamwidth more constant with P. The extensibn of thw
reflector also serves to decrease the direct-beam gain.

T`he gain of inwanted beams can be further reduced by employing a greater illumiltation.
taper so that these beams contain less energy. This method haB chtnf a~~aefor sr,-a1l
values of (3; as A approaches q12, Its use entail3 less gain reduction. For the larger P3's,
however, tipping the feed so that the central ray is not di~rected at. the wvedge vertex ~~1
result in less energy In these beams. heuse of more directive feeds is probably manda-
tory for small wedge-auig!e lenses which can produ~ce several beams with gains comparable
with the gain of the principal beam.

SUMMAIRY

'Ahe a-r.ialysi of virtital qaurrce Luneberg lenses ohows that atey OCIT. n-r\> seve.al
nerfe(y focused radiaire beaprms, enach appearing t originate fror a virtuul
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Dolizee. The viL"t'a* source and beam posfntors coni be i.ccurately predicted tz ow tht-
spiterfeal wedge angle a and kha. food pooition 0. In genera.l, only aL few of tfie bcarw

4IrAiortnt; others toji~n 11t!t onergy and hmav large beamwidth patterva so' that. Uthd-b
gpin to be.12w the diffraction sidelobo level of ihe important be~mci. For Ionscs with- a-r/p
-Am*r p is an integer, fth beam 'with greatest gpin hua a Wmto of fl5 or bar, a dlp~ice-
maknt from the ve~e bisector equal to that of the feed, so that this len's has a iit -cY~I i~pc~or.

Zx-variwezW an tc-dimenslonal Iem; with p 1 shov'.good agreement veit.
calculaftd bfam yositione, gain, and beanmwidth. The sidelobe lUvel from a kahar-
wee model or from. a double-layer mnodol would probably be somauiat lower th:-n f-ý
found with thIs #ýwo dimensional lian. Heveral methods f,)r reducing the ,rrOP of ~txnwf'if
beams were pr#,medni, and one method Ivlvizg the vtddtton of ab-norbing
verifte-d ezperiznentalIly.

If a .&ca angle lesi. than 1200 Is desired, these lenses are useful for app.;w.- '
wbith the qize o-ý weight of a *all Luneberg sphere Is prohibitive. For !r-ict~
ing several baamr,, where Information from the beams need not be separat~d, one of
ikafse can probui~ily tbe cwigned to provide Itonms wlh the reqair,:do Saias nUir. Lho
d1t ;c~tns.
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